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Critical Theory
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Let us examine some of the Horkheimerian statements of problems 
that seem to be especially helpful when dealing with contemporary issues 
of philosophy such as (1) the question with regard to the structure of 
history, (2) idealism versus materialism, and (3) traditional versus critical 
theory, the latter being clearly related to the first two.

While we may observe around us the increasingly formalistic and 
ahistorical nature of the social scientific and philosophical consciousness, 
it is apparent that Horkheimer’s treatises (in the essay collection Kritische 
Theorie, published in 1968) adhere faithfully to the Marx and Engels 
insight stated in German Ideology that “there is only one science, the 
science of history.”' Horkheimer then proceeds to develop an economic- 
materialistic concept of the science of history in opposition to contem
porary forms of unhistorical philosophical thought that are not so much 
scientific as ontological. Heidegger amply demonstrates how this is true 
in Being and Time. While seemingly radicalizing historical consciousness, 
he subordinates world history to “authentic historicity” as a “state of 
being of‘process’ of existence as such.”^ As a consequence, the integration 
of individual existence into the historical process is relegated to a position 
of indifference and externality. “An investigation of the actual historical 
events,” states Horkheimer, “can help to find answers to the single enigma 
of being just as the analysis of single beings will lead to historical 
understanding.”^

Dilthey has the definitive advantage over Heidegger in that he recognizes 
and examines historical processes together with their supraindividual 
structures. In spite of his criticism of Dilthey, Horkheimer time and 
again refers to Dilthey’s historical methodological considerations. That 
Dilthey perceives an essential “spiritual unity”'* in the structure of each 
and every epoch makes him an immediate precursor of philosophical 
anthropology. He is convinced that “in each great cultural period we see 
universal human essence developing and displaying all of the facets that 
are innate in each human being.”* Dilthey holds that history should be
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investigated through intuitive {verstehende) psychology; it is first and 
foremost a history of the spirit {Geistesgeschichte). Horkheimer em
phatically rejects this kind of “overtly harmonizing mode of approach.”* 
The relatively similar character traits of leading personalities of an epoch 
who are considered ideal types by the method of the history of ideas 
should not cause us to ignore the fact that the societal existence of the 
economically dependent individuals must also be taken into consideration 
because they presuppose the psychic essence of the ruling ones. Fur
thermore, not merely the spiritual but the empirical totality of what 
Marx called the “relations of production” becomes brittle not just because 
of objective antagonisms but also because every new mode of production 
drags along surviving remnants of the preceding one. The notion of a 
uniform image of man that was stubbornly upheld by Scheler following 
the lead of Dilthey and is still alive today in some forms is an ahistorical 
concept albeit it attempts to incorporate the process of “becomiitg and 
change.” Horkheimer states in no uncertain terms that such a parting 
of the question clearly presupposes a ‘^plid conceptual hierarchy”; it 
“contradicts the dialectical character of th^ historical process (Geschehen) 
in which the basic structure of being of both groups and individuals is 
integrated.”’

Structure” and “type,” the two Diltheyian categories, are cemented 
only in a theory of history that exposes those economic dynamics that 
constitute the basis for the succession of epochs. This is equally true of 
Dilthey s demand that the study of history should be supplemented with 
analytic psychology. (Freud, it should he noted, has in fact developed 

this concept.) Although (Hegelian) historical materialism insists on the 
objectivity of the historical process and consequently rejects its reduction 
to individual psychological motives, it does not overlook the fact that 
the objectivity encountered by men is mediated through their own actions. 
It also keeps in mind that the ohyective economic determination of their 
actions becomes understandable only through the analysis of “men’s own 
way of reacting to it.”« While psychology had been the basic science of 
man in bourgeois theories since the Renaissance, it will now become the 
“indispensable auxiliary science of history.”* If we agree that there is 
no ‘eternal human nature” as such that can serve as a universal basis 
for the whole historical process or at least for any of its individual 
periods, then it stands to reason that “the theory of being relating to 
man as well as to all the types of philosophical anthropology is bound 
to change from a (basically) static ontology to a psychology of man living 
in a specific historical period.”'® Horkheimer replaces any metaphysically 
oriented notions about man in general, which Marx and Engels had 
previously sharply criticized in connection with the writings of the leftist
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Hegelians and those of Feuerbach in the pre-March (1848) period, with 
a notion of exact research into what makes up the human essence. 
Horkheimer writes: “For every and each period, differentiation has to 
be made between those spiritual motivating forces unfolding in man 
which underlie all of his achievements as well as of those spiritual factors 
that enrich societal and life processes, on the one hand, and between 
the relatively static psychic constitution of individuals, groups, classes, 
races and nations which are determined by social. structures, on the 
other.”" Consequently, Horkheimer understands a comprehensive “sci
ence of history” to be neither a history based on the critical use of 
sources and archival material, that is, a purely descriptive history in the 
conventional sense (although he is willing to take into consideration its 
methods and findings), nor a philosophy of history to be understood as 
a priori constructs—Hegel had already said that it was not to be understood 
as such. Rather, it is to be understood as critical historical scholarship 
and a “materialistic anthropology” and is thus diametrically opposed to 
the endeavors of a Dilthey, Scheler, and others. Since its point of departure 
is the unity of bourgeois society mediated through commodity production, 
it can successfully bring home the meaning of the past, relating it to the 
daily struggles of the present while maintaining detachment, and it can 
also comprehend the uniqueness of the past. History is perceived by 
Horkheimer as having a dual meaning: it represents both an ongoing 
confrontation with the past and the remembrance of injustices past that 
may never be remedied. Good examples of this Horkheimerian approach 
to history are the essays “Egoism and Freedom Movement” and “Mon
taigne and the Function of Skepsis.” Contrary to the tendency often 
encountered in philosophical literature, Horkheimer’s essays present an 
analysis of the total social-psychic makeup of individuals, groups, strata, 
and classes, as well as an analysis of their conscious and unconscious 
behavioral patterns against the background of their dependency on societal 
reality. The fact that the method applied here is more of the erkldrende 
than the verstehende one does not so much result from the author’s lack 
of insight into the qualitative character of social processes as apart from 
the natural processes but rather from his conviction that although until 
now history has been made by men, it “has not as yet been made with 
a collective will according to a collective plan,”” meaning that history 
assumed the character of a blind natural process that has become estranged 
from its maker.

The difference between idealism and materialism has seldom been 
adequately treated in academic philosophy; their specific meanings remain 
unclear. One of the aspects of the Horkheimerian essays which accounts 
for their actuality is the attempt to illuminate this divergence without
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ignoring the epistemological reservations of idealism with regard to 
materialism, and not accepting materialism as a Weltanschauung. Fur
thermore—and this is an important distinction—the essays discuss in 
general the extremely complex relationship between the historical concept 
of materialism and philosophical materialism.

By critically delineating his theory from the Diltheyian doctrines of 
Weltanschauung and from some representatives of ontology in which 
materialism is seen to offer a perennial possibility for the human mind 
{Geist) to interpret the whole world in a metaphysical manner, Horkheimer 
arrives at an approach that incorporates history into the essence of the 
theoretical construct. He demonstrates that as far as the range and content 
of its propositions and their focus is concerned, materialism is subject 
to change according to the state of human affairs and the ensuing conflicts. 
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, for example, materialism 
reduced reality to mathematically defined matter and its mechanical 
movements to serve the interests of the ascending bourgeoisie; presgnt- 
day materialism has “economic theory ajf society" as its main content. 
Materialism is much less characterized by those “formal traits which 
oppose it to idealistic metaphysics.’’” The noistaken belief that materialism 
was primarily an answer to metaphysical ■ questions must be attributed 
to the philosophical representatives of materialism who started with 
metaphysical questions and then set up “their own thesis in opposition 
to idealist positions."'* This practice prompted academic philosophers 
to dismiss materialism as epistemologically primitive and to reject as 
dogmatic materialism’s thesis that matter and motion are the only realities. 
In addition, the thesis itself, which admittedly is inadequate, receives an 
ethical twist, that is, it is taken as “the basis for certain practical 
consequences, and, in fact, for a consistent way of life, just as the idealist 
metaphysics is taken as the intelligible basis for idealist ways of acting.”'* 
Horkheimer makes the valid points that such a unity of action cannot 
be proven by materialism. Whenever materialist philosophers make an 
attempt at a “system” they fail to realize that “the content of materialist 
theory itself makes any such unified structure impossible. . . . The 
principle that is defined as reality by the materialist doctrine is not fit 
to furnish a norm. . . . Matter in inself is meaningless; its qualities 
cannot provide maxims for the shaping of life."'®

What Horkheimer wants to emphasize is that materialistic dialectic 
does not aim at ascertaining the ultimate substratum of reality. It 
transcends {aujhebt) the philosophical opposition between Geist and 
nature as well as between matter and consciousness into what is called 
sensual-objective (sinnlich-gegenstQndlich) praxis by the “new material
ism” of the Feuerback-Theses(^ol'M&n). In Marx’s opinion, the opposition
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to idealism is an opposition to philosophy per se in the sense that 
materialism so far has been of contemplative nature and considered 
“knowledge as the only objective means of proceeding [Verhalten].”'’’ 
The question of materialistic dialectics are not unimportant against the 
belief of present-day logical empiricists; they only acquire a less emphatic 
meaning in the context of comprehended history. The “priority of nature”'* 
to man and his consciousness has been understood by materialists of 
natural science orientation as having an absolute validity, but it reveals 
itself to be a moment of changing value in its relation to the state of 
the forces of production. “Nature too,”'® stated Marx, “taken abstractly, 
for itself—nature fixed in isolation from man—is nothing for man.” The 
achievements of the individual sciences which serve as a basis for the 
doctrines of physical and physiological materialism must not be evaluated 
in absolute terms. They must be seen against a sociohistorical background 
or they will turn into rigid and unreasonable dogmas. Once “it is recognized 
that the key to the understanding of the whole history of society lies in 
the history of the development of labor,as Engels suggested, then it 
will become impossible to proceed from the assumption that there is “a 
logically pre-ordained insight” to it.^' What Horkheimer has in mind is 
nothing other than Hegel’s mistaken attempt to describe historical dialectic 
as a kind of applied case for the logic of the absolute spirit. To be sure, 
Horkheimer’s critique applies also to dogmas of present-day Soviet 
ideology, which has general dialectical laws that govern the development 
of the physical universe, meaning that there are immutable laws that are 
not integrated into the dialectical process. Nature, stripped to its bare 
bones and thus separated from any “negative” mediating activity of man, 
is then structured dialectically. It is solidified to a Seinsgrund of the 
historical movement of society that will thus become a secondary phe
nomenon only; we find a similar concept in Heidegger’s work. Not quite 
unlike Hegelianism, the Russian {sic) ideology views “everything that 
surrounds us ... as an example of the dialectical.”^^ Codified to a 
doctrine of ontological categories, on the one hand, and to an empty 
methodology, on the other, dialectics comes to represent par excellence 
what the Eastern countries mean by the problematic label “Marxist 
philosophy.” Horkheimer in his essays makes no concession to any such 
view. He is indirectly critical of any attempt to superimpose a normative 
structure on human-societal reality, for it may be an (allegedly) materialistic 
one. According to Marx, who was always more cautious in dealing with 
problems concerning nature than was the later Engels, who adhered more 
faithfully to the Hegelian view, no investigation should make matter and 
its motion its point of departure; what alone matters is what during the 
course of history man in the production process may accomplish with
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them. “The correct theory," states Horkheimer referring again to German 
Ideology, “can only he the result of observing men living under specific 
conditions and maintaining their existence with the help of specific 
instruments of production."^^ If we assume that man’s history has neither 
a uniform goal nor a specific universal spiritual meaning, then dialectic 
is not to be reified materialistically; hi story is bound to man and disappears 
with him. Should dialectic be declared the supreme law governing the 
world, it will inevitably become a means to the end of a state religion. 
The interconnection between Marxism and metaphysical materialism is 
not to be found where the Soviet ideology would like it to be. Soviet 
ideology follows in the footsteps of that problematic materialism that 
tends to speak in universal terms and to transfix nature in its pantheistic 
glory. There is another aspect of materialism which Horkheimer likes to 
refer to because its presence is latent in the critique of political economy: 
It is the insistence on the sensual happiness of the individual and the 
moment of humility and sadness in fac^ of the radical finitude of,‘man 
and his efforts. This aspect is not emjihasized so much by academic 
experts of ideology. \

It was self-evident to Horkheimer froth the very beginning that the 
Marxian doctrine just like any other theory is “subject to epistemological 
scrutiny.”^'' Keeping this in mind, one finds his articles strikingly ap
propriate for contemporary discussions. Post-Stalinist writers from Poland, 
Czechoslovakia, or Yugoslavia have been developing lately some of the 
ideas that Horkheimer advanced as early as the 1930s. For example, 
some Horkheimer essays discuss the object-constituting role of human 
praxis that now concerns these Late-comers. The essays also call attention 
to the importance of Lebensweli in The Crisis of European Sciences and 
Transcendental Phenomenology (1936), a book by Husserl, whom Hork
heimer calls “the last real epistemologist.” Horkheimer also anticipated 
certain problems relating to the logic of science that were later raised 
by the Althusser School in Paris in its “structuralist” interpretation of 
Marx’s Kapital. Clearly, Horkheimer’s, assessments are more acceptable 
than those of the French interpreters who give the historical character 
of Marx’s work short shrifl.

The question then arises: What precisely is the theoretical position 
of Critical Theory with regard to epistemology and science? Horkheimer’s 
answers are to be found in a series of essays of which three should be 
singled out here: The essay on the “Problem of Truth” (1935); the 
programmatic article (“Traditional and Critical Theory’’ [Ed.]); and the 
one on logical empiricism, both from 1937. In comparing and contrasting 
Critical Theory with “Traditional Theory,’’ Horkheimer’s theoretical 
position can be traced hack to Descartes’s Discours de la mlthode. The
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Cartesian deductive method of the seventeenth century became absolutely 
binding for the modern notion of scientific exactitude. Descartes already 
had wanted to apply the deductive method of mathematics to the whole 
of science; he advocated a unity of science which, in due course, became 
the key idea of positivism: “The division of sciences is sublated {auf- 
gehoben) by deriving the principles for special areas from the same basic 
premises.”^^

It matters little in consequence whether one interprets these premises— 
these universal propositions—as evidential insights, conventional stip
ulations, or as judgments based on experience. With regard to the genesis 
of the modern notion of perfected theory construction, Horkheimer points 
out that the philosophical difference between empiricism and rationalism 
turned out to be relatively unimportant. What is alone decisive is that 
the propositions related to a substantive field are “linked together in 
such a way that a few are basic and the rest are derivatives. The smaller 
the number of primary principles in comparison with the derivations, 
the more perfect the theory.”^* Therefore, “the basic requirement which 
any theoretical system must satisfy is that all the parts should be interlocked 
thoroughly and without friction.’’ The usefulness of this conception of 
theory which is ultimately based on a “purely mathematical system of 
symbols’’ is solely operational.^’ Propositions are valid only to the extent 
that they present actual processes. If systematically interconnected, they 
merely contain “stored-up knowledge” in the form “of the closest possible 
description of facts.”’*

For the time being, this Horkheimerian conception permits a self
understanding of modern science as sketched above. It takes fully into 
consideration the extent to which it has contributed to the progress of 
technological domination of nature, thereby becoming itself, to use Marx’s 
expression, an “immediate force of production.”’’ At this point, Hork
heimer criticizes a certain type of pragmatic rationality that empirical 
researchers feel at home with and which gets confused with the scientific 
process per se. What scientists pretend to be an immutable essence of 
theory in principle is in reality nothing but the expression of a work 
situation that is socially predetermined. Talking about theory, they remain 
unaware of the fact that what they describe is not an unchangeable idea 
at all but a product of abstraction that has its origins in “scientific 
activity” as “carried out within the division of labor at a particular 
stage in the latter’s development.”*® Because the activity of the scholar 
takes place alongside the activities of numerous other groups of profes
sionals, the societal interconnection of all the various sectors of production 
remains opaque. Thus the ideological illusion of the “self-sufficiency of 
work processes whose course is supposedly determined by the very nature
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of its object”^* in reality is inevitably a historically mediated element 
of the reproduction of life. Scientific thought remains satisfied with 
classifying experience in the light of questions which arise out of everyday 
social life. What they may mean beyond their abstract immediacy for 
the societal whole cannot be discussed within the categories of traditional 
theory; “The social genesis of problems, the real situations in which 
science is put to use and the purposes which it is made to serve, are 
all regarded by science as external to itself.”^^ We are thus faced with 
the paradoxical situation that' the reason conventional science rejects a 
non-praxis-oriented thinking is more abstract and removed from reality 
that is mediated by the totality of the praxis of an epoch than is Critical 
Theory, which does not intend to imply that a pragmatic epistemology 
is correct from the societal relevance of science but rather prefers 
autonomous reflection that does not regard proof and the truth qf an 
idea as identical. ,

Critical Theory goes beyond the subjectivism and relativism of pos
itivism (in which the interpretation of science must not be thought to 
be identical with its content) to the extent (that it has “for its object men 
as producers of their own historical way df life in its totality.”” It aims 
to reveal the cognitive content of historical praxis, to perceive it as 
something that will in reality—and not merely theoretically—be able to 
transcend {aujheben) the positivistic “dualism of thought and being, 
understanding and perception.”” In his detailed analyses, Horkheimer 
develops the idea that the concrete world, which in itself has to become 
the object of scholarly scrutiny and which is passively received by the 
precritical individual consciousness, is also “a product of the activity of 
society as a whole.” Facts of sensual perception which positivists consider 
to be irreducibly given “are socially performed in two ways: through the 
historical character of the object perceived and through the historical 
character of the perceiving organ.’”^

Some important consequences result from this materialistically colored 
Konstitutionslehre: First, an undogmatic evaluation of the social role of 
the sciences, and second, a dialectical theory of the process of cognition. 
What so far has been considered to be an intrascientific process, namely, 
the relationship of matter (that is already structured) and theory (that 
unifies), the verification of propositions, the bringing of hypotheses to 
bear on facts, has now been defined as a sociohistorical process. To the 
extent that science has to orient itself to the peculiarity of its objects, 
its concepts are inevitably affected by subjective factors and interests; 
there are no “theory-free” facts. Subject and object cannot be separated 
from each other nor can there be a perfect congruence of knowledge and 
object (of knowledge). Both poles of cognition change continuously in
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relation to each other within the historical process: “The theoretical 
activity of men ... is ... a product of ever-changing reality. . . . The 
subject-object relation is not accurately pictured as two fixed realities 
that are conceptually fully transparent and move towards each other. 
Rather, in what we call objective, subjective factors are at work. . . . 
We must grasp the interplay of both aspects, the human and the extra
human, the individual and the classifiable, the methodological and the 
substantive, and not separate any of these, as realities, from the others.’”^ 

The above statements should have made clear that Critical Theory 
has nothing to do with the naive copy theory or reflection theory conception 
of cognition that has been put forth again and again ever since antiquity 
in the history of materialism. It even influenced the terminology of Marx 
and Engels and of their disciples; although their thought, which is grounded 
in German idealism, was aimed precisely at eliminating the rigid separation 
of subject and object, knowledge and being—a separation so characteristic 
of copy realism. Even though Horkheimer speaks of the “mirroring of 
the dynamic structure of history,’”’ of “reflection of the concrete whole 
in thought,”” we have to keep in mind that these metaphorically used 
terms which often lead to misunderstandings say nothing about the art 
(way) of the knowing subject to assimilate the world in a sensual, rational, 
and first of all, in a historical-practical sense. But the terms prevent 
Critical Theory from falling prey to the Hegelian illusion that reality is 
an absolute concept since it is conceptually mediated because the difference 
between the conceptual and the nonconceptual itself is part of the thought 
process. By contrast, scientific materialism has not abandoned the idea 
of mediation as was shown earlier; it made mediation finite thereby 
causing concept and object to remain in an “irreducible tension.”^’ 

More important for the characterization of the relationship between 
theory and reality are such terms used by Horkheimer as model (Entwurf) 
and construction, and especially, the term first used by Marx, “dialectical 
presentation” (dialektische Darstellung). These terms indicate that theory 
is neither simply a poor imitation of existing conditions (in which case 
it would be ideology) nor a passive description of facts (in which case 
it would be obtuse empiricism) on the one hand, and that it is an 
expression of the relationship between the analytical social sciences and 
dialectical theory of society on the other. The latter topic is hotly debated 
in present-day German sociology’s “dispute of method.” Be that as it 
may, dialectical concept has to deal with material already prepared by 
the empirical intellect which cannot be ignored and has to be incorporated 
into its (own) movement in spite of the material’s initial opposition to 
it. Hegel himself distinguishes between the “process of the origination 
of science” and “its process ‘in itself.’”'*® Following in his footsteps, Marx
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keeps apart “analysis” and “presentation,” that although they must be 
kept separate, must also he related to each other: “But analysis is the 
necessary prerequisite of generical presentation, and of the understanding 
of the real, formative process in its different phases.”'*'

Horkheimer’s essays are credited with the fact that already in the 
1930s they raised these issues, so important to the correct understanding 
of the critique of political economy. Regardless of how much Horkheimer 
appreciated the renunciaton of reification contained in the irrational 
Lebensmetaphysik, he docs not overlook the regressive moments of those 
doctrines which deify isolated concepts such as “intuition,” because in 
their understanding the limits of intellect (as demonstrated by Hegel) 
have been solidified into limits of articulated thought. “Unlike irration
alism, materialism attempts to transcend the one-sidedness of analytical 
thought without dismissing it completely.”''^ Horkheimer’s aim is to use 
it correctly, thus applying to analytical thought a more positivq'evaluation 
than Hegel’s. One has to remember that it was Marx, the dialectician, 
who was strongly inclined “to calculate the principal laws of economic 
crises mathematically.”'*' Yet he didlnot make mathematics an absolute. 
No matter how exact and indispensable the methods and results of the 
research processes of individual sciences, they constitute only the material 
not the content of theory.

As Horkheimer states: “The individual sciences provide only the 
elements for the theoretical construction of the historical process, and 
do not remain the same in the presentation as they were in the individual 
sciences. Rather, they attain new functions of meaning which they did 
not possess before.”'*' Traditional theory is thus sublated in Critical 
Theory; dialectical logic has nothing to do any more with an atemporal 
realm of spiritual essences but becomes “scientific” in a sense that goes 
beyond Hegel. Horkheimer characterizes these essences as “the embod
iment of all intellectual means by which it becomes possible to make 
fruitful those abstract moments .which were separated from the intellect 
for the sake of depicting living objects.”'*'

The concept of Critical Theory, however, would be insufficiently defined 
if we limited the discussion to its relationship to analytical research 
methods. Objective reality enters thought not only in this, through the 
individual sciences, filtered form. Theory, above all, represents the sum 
total of insights originating “in a certain praxis and in certain sets of 
objectives.”'*® As far as materialism is concerned, there can be no 
unequivocally and irrevocably fixed character to the process of historical 
dialectic; its construction itself is a temporary phenomenon which has 
been “designed by men in the course of their confrontation with their 
societal and natural environment.”*"' If anything, it is its unswerving
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reflection upon its own conditional state that characterizes Critical Theory. 
It does not pretend to be a perfect reflection of the ordo sempiternus 
rerum and readily admits that real human beings and their interest in 
more reasonable conditions determine its nature.

This interest is not added to the process of cognition as an external 
element but is effective already at its initial stages along with other 
moments. The dialectical theoretician considers even the most elementary 
facts of everyday perception not just as mere facts but rather as something 
that shall one day be controlled by men united by a common goal. As 
long as society remains bound to natural history only and fails to 
constitute itself as “the real subject [of history],”** men will not be free 
in spite of their triumphal domination of nature. Critical Theory does 
not despise progress (which would amount to bad romanticizing); however, 
it does not aim at the mere quantitative extension of the domination of 
nature but at taking hold of the reigns of that domination and thus 
contributing to the breakup of the primacy of the economy. It is not 
the creed of Critical Theory that societal being determines consciousness; 
it is the diagnosis of a condition to be transcended. The prehistory of 
mankind makes individuals into “personifications of economic catego
ries.”*’ Only when individuals succeed in determining their life process 
in a common effort will blind fate turn into freedom and historical 
materialism cease to be the correct explanation of human affairs. This 
is the idea preserving the heritage of the great speculative philosophy 
of German idealism to which Horkheimer’s essays are indebted. They 
intend to serve the overriding interests of a century that is about to 
abandon them.
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Heinz Lubasz

There is a fundamental ambivalence toward radicalism in the position 
of a certain type of middle-class left intellectual which at once reflects 
his social situation and points to a central problem in Marxism. He 
expresses a reasoned hostility to the “bourgeois society” within which 
he nevertheless actively enjoys a secure if moderate income, a civilized 
lifestyle, and a chance to be creative. He is in principle committed to 
the cause of a “proletariat” with which he nevertheless has no contact, 
about which he knows nothing at first hand, and which, as “the masses,” 
he privately despises. Alert as he is to the unfreedom, injustice, and 
suffering in the world, he reconciles himself to his comfortable situation 
by setting his own existence in the context of a world-historical movement 
designed (so he imagines) to produce a world full of people like himself: 
cultured, sensitive, creative, and above all unvulgar (for he disdains the 
vulgar rich as much as he despises the vulgar poor). His own purely 
theoretical praxis he sees as somehow advancing that movement, but he 
scarcely concerns himself with the hard question—so central to Marxism— 
of the relation between theory and social and political practice. Criticism 
becomes an end in itself. The revolutionary transformation of society 
remains a distant prospect for him, in part because he fears the violence 
and oppression with which it may be attended. If, therefore, some of 
his disciples conclude that his radical critique of bourgeois society must 
be applied in radical practice, he is as likely as any solid citizen to 
respond to their practical initiative by calling the police.

It is this fundamental ambivalence which the Frankfurt School em
bodies and its so-called Critical Theory systematizes. The basic Marxian 
concepts which Critical Theory still vaguely echoes have all been neu
tralized, gaining in generality what they lose in radical bite. “Capitalist 
exploitation” turns into “domination by the system,” be that system 
capitalist or socialist. The “exploited proletariat” becomes the “totally 
integrated underlying population.” In place of analysis of capitalist 
production and distribution we are given references to “the totality of
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